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Beauty Salon is an exhibition by Jennifer Campbell, Cathy Lomax and Alli
Sharma that examines the very feminine subject of beauty in a visceral and
challenging manner. Their paintings
and sculptures investigate the work
that goes into achieving and maintaining the surface of appearance by confronting, critiquing and celebrating the
ritual and routine of beauty. Alongside
this the artists foreground and unpick
the resulting display of beauty as promoted by fashion, film, television, art,
advertising and social media.

Introduction

This Beauty Salon zine extends the
themes of the exhibition with contributions from Paul Kindersley and Alex
Michon alongside writing and visuals
from the artists.

JUNGLE RED

synonymous with the tropical look despite being born in New
Orleans of French, Spanish and Irish decent. In The Jungle Princess
(1936), the first of her numerous ‘sarong films’, Lamour remembers that she had to cover herself ‘head to toe with greasepaint
body makeup’ in order to darken her skin. This faux tropical
look had a huge impact on how women wanted to look and as
film academic Sarah Berry notes her ‘long dark hair, sultry brown
eyes, and prominent red mouth’ were widely emulated.

Cathy Lomax on the cosmetic allure of exoticism
George Cukor’s 1939 film The Women opens in a fantastically
modernist beauty salon, the camera swooping through rooms
full of ladies enjoying different archaic looking beauty treatments
before honing in on a manicurist who is painting her client’s nails
with the hot new colour - Jungle Red.This promise of a soupcon
of exoticism was exciting and alluring for the pampered women
of The Women, who had little to occupy their time beyond family
and leisure. But this cosmetic injection of tropical excitement
was not limited to The Women. A 1930s advertisement for Savage lipstick features a painted illustration of the head and shoulders of a heavily made up brunette beauty provocatively posed
with her naked shoulder jutting forwards. It proclaims:
When lips are a Savage red, the spirit of jungle adventure prevails … and hearts too easily are caused to skip a beat! For
the five Savage reds were purposely created to be exciting.
And they are!
Throughout the early 20th century Hollywood traded on fantasies of exoticism played out on the faces and bodies of beautiful
white film stars. In the 1930s the pale skinned, dark haired, Dorothy Lamour (whose image the Savage ad trades upon) became
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Stars who were typed as exotic and consequently cast in roles
of varying ethnicity tended to be dark haired and fair skinned;
looks that became signifiers of fiery tempers and latent sexuality.
In the late 1930s Hedy Lamarr, a brunette beauty born in Austria,
was making waves in Algiers (John Cromwell, 1938); her ‘lush,
exciting beauty’, writes Berry, combining ‘sensuousness with an
aloof glamour’. Diane Negra notes that Lamarr was ‘used cheifly
to infuse eroticism into film narratives […] playing mysterious,
deadly and foreign figures.’ Lamarr became so popular that other
stars changed their looks to cash in on the exotic trend. ‘Joan
Bennett’, notes Sarah Berry, ‘switched from blonde to raven hair
and even duplicated Lamarr’s long bob with a centre part, her
distinctive downward-curving eyebrows, and wide, red lips.’ Fan
magazines picked up on this exotic phenomenon and in May
1939 Picture Play ran a cover which asked readers to identify
‘Who’s Who and Why’ in a line up featuring Vivien Leigh, Joan
Bennett and Hedy Lamarr.

Forward to the 1950s, an era Kathy Peiss describes as a ‘rococo
period’ for the beauty industry with a limitless array of cosmetics creatively promoted by the advertising industry. Advertising
encouraged white women to ‘achieve the new exotic eye make’,
change your ‘skin tone to look lovely in any colour’ and wear
colours such as Fire and Ice and Persian Melon (Revlon, 1957).
A 1960 Revlon ad for matching nail and lip colour Pango Peach
featured red haired model and actress Suzy Parker in an Eastern
looking outfit of red and gold silk, reclining against a bamboo
ladder and palm fronds accompanied by the following copy:
From east of the sun… west of the moon
where each tomorrow dawns…
‘Pango Peach’
the new color creation by Revlon.
A many-splendoured coral… pink with pleasure.
What a volcano of a fashion color!
It’s a full ripe peach with a world of difference
… born to be worn in big juicy slices.
Succulent on your lips. Sizzling on your
fingertips (And on your toes,
goodness knows!). Go Pango Peach…
your adventure in paradise.
This ad plays on the exotic appeal of the tropics by using language to link the makeup to film imagery that would have been
familiar to consumers. For instance Love is a Many-Splendored
Thing is a 1955 melodrama set in Hong Kong, starring Jennifer
Jones (born in Tulsa, Oklahoma) as a Eurasian woman. The ‘volcano of a fashion color’ alines Revlon’s new products with the
fiery volcanoes that feature in numerous films of the period,
such as the 1951 Technicolor remake of the Polynesian-set Bird
of Paradise notable for Debra Paget’s (born in Denver, Colorado) full colour exotic turn as Princess Kalua.
Things have changed and we have thankfully become more
sensitive about ‘blackface’ and racially inappropriate casting.
However exploiting racial stereotypes to sell makeup
is still an on-going concern, because it seems that
whiteness is still the beauty standard and everything that diverges from this is an exotic fantasy rather than a lived in reality.This is brought
home by stories of professional makeup artists
being unable to match skin tones of black models as evidenced by South Sudanese model
Nykhor Paul’s recent embittered Instagram
post.
Dear white people in the fashion
world! Please don’t take this the
wrong way but it’s time to get
your shit right when it comes
to my complexion! Why do I
have to bring my own makeup
to a professional show when
all the other white girls
don’t… Don’t try to make
me feel bad because I am
blue black it’s 2015.

This situation harks back to the 1950s when MGM had to commission Max Factor to create a new foundation colour to accommodate Lena Horne’s light toned black skin, because the
makeup department had nothing to match her ‘colour’ in their
kits. Max Factor came up with a colour called Light Egyptian. In
a 2013 post the excellent Makeup Museum website outlined
an insensitive history of cultural appropriation in cosmetics ads
which reached a nadir in the 1950s and 60s but still continues
today. Recent collections for you to Google include MAC’s 2008
Style Warrior and Lime Crime’s 2012 Chinadoll. Most troubling
is Rodarte’s 2010 collaboration with MAC which was informed
by the drug wars in the city of Juarez, Mexico and included products called Ghost Town and Factory inspired by women queuing
for factory jobs throughout the night. The wrong footedness of
this venture was thankfully halted by the egalitarian power of
beauty bloggers who deemed the collection so offensive that
it was withdrawn before it hit the shelves. Lets hope that social media and the conscious drive by magazines such as British
Vogue under the editorship of Edward Enninful help to normalise beauty across all ethnicities and halt the insidious racism
of so many cosmetic products.

Further Reading
Sarah Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood
(Minneapolis & London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000)
Diana Negra, Off-White Hollywood: American Culture and Ethnic
Female Stardom (London and New York: Routledge, 2001)
Kathy Peiss, Beauty in a Jar:The Making of America’s Beauty Culture
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011)

gong bath. This was her remedy whenever her womb or ovaries
felt throb-ie. It was all psychosomatic of course, that’s what she’d
been told, but it seemed real enough. What ever REAL means
anyway. Realness! She sighed. New York 1985… these mementos make being 96 years old seem worthwhile. Ruddy agreed politely. After a morning of salon treatments, Jean’s symptoms had
now calmed out of existence and her phantom breast had even
stopped itching: utter bliss! She imagined that this is what it is
like to be a sprightly young boy or perhaps a healthy dog. She had
transformed her way into a kind of bodily invisibility. Now Shuffling down Bond Street in sandalwood clogs, she and Ruddy were
admiring the high-fashion window displays. These window displays
are positively psychedelic, her and Ruddy mused in unison. Jean’s
mind began to dance back and forth through time via mild acid
flashbacks. Yet simultaneously she was firmly present in the current moment, where she felt brand new, like a soap bubble. Ruddy
sent her an urgent telepathic message in capitalised italic red font:
YOU ARE ABOUT TO BE EMBARRASSINGLY LATE FOR THE NEXT
HAIR APPOINTMENT. Jean tried to limit herself to no more than
three hair appointments a day. Any more and her scalp, along with
Ruddy’s patience, became irritated.Young Rudolf was not addicted
to lavender body wash and chestnut lotion, far from it. He was,
she imagined, completely submerged in time’s warm belly. How
luxurious his life must be she thought, as Ruddy snuffed at a large
Dalmatian’s behind with keen interest.

Jean’s hair was sparse, but buoyant, and gleamed in the smog-filtered sunshine.Young Rudolf yapped merrily at her subtly bloated
ankles. Her body felt less bothersome now than it had done this
morning when she and Rudolf had been doing their best to listen
to the six am news headlines. They had been distracted because
they were playing a favourite morning game: Shreddie Steady Go.
Jean flicked Shreddies, one at a time, across the fluffy peach carpet,
whilst holding little Ruddy at bay with her hand. They had been
frosted ones this morning - for extra encouragement. Then, in a
slow low voice, she whispered ‘Ready… Shreddieeee… Go’ releasing both the eager bulldog and herself into a frenzied scramble
across the living room floor. Ruddy’s entire dog brain was sharply
focused on chomping down as many wheatie prizes as he could
and Jean too was totally absorbed, scooping her share up with
dexterous hands clad in silk evening gloves (which she had rebranded as morning gloves). Only occasionally did she tongue a
Shreddie directly into her mouth and only if she had made her
way as far as the polished floor of the hallway. Someone once told
her that tabloid reporters will take photos of you through your
letter box if they can. Although media attention had dwindled
since her mid 40s, she had a secret fantasy about making the front
pages again. Perhaps snapped in her silk nighty and morning glove
ensemble, poised near to the ground, on all fours, in mid-shreddielick, sugary flecks glinting on her light downy moustache - catching
the light just so.
As soon as she had felt the bodily symptoms that morning she had
called Velmar at the Nouveau Toi Salon to book a manicure, pedicure, bee-sting awakening session, vitamin foam treatment and a

A few hours and a few more hair appointments later, Jean was
spruced and glistening like a mirage. She and Ruddy were looking forward to playing the Deal or no Squeal evening game. ‘That
reminds me Rudders, we used up all the fresh-ground rainbow
pepper in the last game of Deal or no Squeal – don’t let me forget
to pick some more up’. ‘You bought it this morning’ barked Ruddy,
as he frantically snuffled at the corner of her velvet tote. ‘Not
at all, silly pup! I’ve certainly not…’ but as she rummaged in the
direction of his snuffling, there was indeed a packet of rainbow
pepper tumbling about alongside her gem stone collection and
rosemary stolen from the neighbour’s front garden. ‘Well… there
we are.That’s something concluded at least… unless I forget again
between now and getting to the front door’. Jean stopped at her
front garden to admire the moulding pile of apples piled up by
the door. They glistened with dizzying patterns and textures, the
yellow and black speckles folding in and out of the apple flesh, the
individual apples becoming lost and the pile becoming more like
a collective morphing form. ‘A touch worrying’ she thought, ‘the
memory distortions do seem to coincide with my salon stints’.
Rudolf un-expectantly stood up on his hind legs and said, in a
soft human voice ‘the price you pay for newness?’. Jean was so
startled that she dropped her keys into the compost pile by the
door… or … some sort of pile by the door. Up until now she
had subconsciously assumed that Rudolf’s brilliant messages were
actually her own, originating in some dog-ish part of her brain.
She couldn’t recall specifically how long she had been in psychic
communication with the enthusiastic pup, but it felt like forever.
‘Oh dear’ she murmured, as her eyes focused on the mushy pile
into which her keys had disappeared. Was it compost? What ever
it was repelled her very much and she had no desire to thrust her
freshly manicured hand into it. Or perhaps, on second thoughts,
she did indeed long to submerge her whole face into its cooling
earthy slop.
Jenny Campbell, Shoe Lady, 2017,
acrylic & emulsion on card, 40.5x30.5cm

Making Up on the Move
Alli Sharma observes a modern day phenomenom
I find it irresistible to watch commuter makeovers – working women putting on their makeup in the mornings whilst travelling to
work on the train. The serious ones always place a big bag on their sturdy laps, with a smaller makeup bag balanced on top whilst
making crazy faces in a tiny mirror, stretching to catch the light, and completely oblivious to the crowded carriage; other commuters are clearly not the intended audience. The transgression has something to do with the idea that putting on makeup should be
done in the privacy of your own bedroom or bathroom, and interrupts the convention that women should emerge from their homes
with a complete face of makeup, before facing the public. The mask slips and we are shown the secrets in a real-life, before-and-after
transformation. Painting a delicate cat-eye flick, or poking eyelashes with a mascara wand as the train jolts about, only adds to the
tension. There is, of course, a pragmatic side to cosmetic commuters - as well as creating a glamorous visage, they are also thrifty time
managers; efficiently utilising mundane travel time to squeeze a bit of self care into a busy schedule.
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Alli Sharma, Untitled, 2018-19, digital photographs

I

n his magical book The Poetics of Space
the philosopher Gaston Bachelard
writes about our emotional perception
of buildings. He imagines their architecture being metaphysically constructed as
much through memory and imagination as
through concrete.We experience a dwelling, he argues, not only through its reality
but ‘its virtuality, by means of thoughts and
dreams… Through dreams, the various
dwelling places in our lives co-penetrate
and retain the treasures of former days.’
Bachelard’s topophillia, citing poetic examples of shells and nests as both metaphors and construction models, is however limited to the idea of the home. There
are no mentions of beauty salons. And yet
for spaces whose very title suggests such
hopeful twinkling glimmers of illusionary
gifts, surely a paen or two could have been
included to these palaces of promise?

As hard as it is to find anything written
by architects on the subject of beauty salons it is harder still to find architects who
have won awards for their designs of such
places. As Julie Sinclair Eakin writing in

‘spaces of retreat’ are to be found in Japan and almost all are extremely high tech
in design such as the Star Garden Beauty
Salon and Health Spa by Fumita Design
Office in Tokyo. Designed as a collection
of boutiques such as one might encounter
in a high-end department store, a spare
material palette with plenty of glass and
stainless steel is used to convey a hyper
modern, extremely functional sensibility.
The Oscar Bond Salon in New York designed by JPDA and Mesh Architectures
has been described as ‘The Jetsons meets
Barbarella’. This 3,500 square foot space
has iMacs suspended from the ceilings
and walls covered with backlit fluorescent
orange and white nylon parachute fabric.
The design is as far from a chintzy local salon as is possible to be. Lynx Barbershop,
designed by Jump Studios, London is similarly cinematic and has been compared
to a Stanley Kubrick film interior with
grooming and hair cutting carried out in
a suitably macho setting, which looks like
the inside of a futuristic space ship.

cause both clients and therapists deny
being concerned with beauty, but rather aim to provide ‘pampering’, ‘treatment’ or ‘grooming’. The beauty salon
may be seen as the site of both compliance with, and escape from, a feminine
ideal.
The role of class, ethnicity and age in
the beauty business is also important.
In her PhD thesis Leslie Jones uses the
concept of the salon to create an intellectual genealogy of the different spaces
where knowledge has been created. Tracing a path from the salons of 18th century
France, where prominent intellectuals,
writers, and artists would gather at the
home of a (usually) female society host.To
the recent black feminist scholarship on
beauty salons launched in Jim Crow-era
America, which she describes as ‘community-based epicentre[s] for black females
to gather, discuss politics, and initiate so-

But let’s cut to the chase, the problem with

SALONIFICATION
Alex Michon finds contemporary architects and present-day feminists
re-assessing their hitherto dismissive attitudes towards beauty salons.

Salons and Spas, The Architecture of Beauty
notes:
In leading design schools just ten years
ago, few architecture students would
have dared use the term to describe
the merits of their work among a jury
of serious practitioners, much less attempt to address the concept pragmatically. But recent sightings of salons and
spas in design magazines indicate this
change is emblematic of our contemporary built reality.
It is of course economic and gender realities that have liberated salons and spas
from the architectural dustbin. The beauty
business is proving to be surprisingly recession proof, whilst the upsurge in the
male grooming market is making the whole
thing less girly and therefore acceptable
in the monochrome architectural boys
club. Evidently the word beauty salon has
been replaced by the, more palatable for
modernists, ‘spaces of retreat’, with the
emphasis on health, fitness and well-being
rather than the pre-supposed flippancy
of ‘beauty’. Many of these contemporary

beauty salons is that historically they have
been designed for and used exclusively by
women. However for feminists from Mary
Wollstonecraft to Susan Bodo the idea of
beauty is problematic with the beauty industry seen as an oppressive tool of the
patriarchy. Writing in 1976 the American
sociologist John Loftland noted that, ‘as
far as I know… there is not a single published study of a beauty parlour, a setting
in which many women may undoubtedly
develop close and meaningful, if limited,
relationships.’ The tide however is turning
and many feminists are now reconsidering
the beauty salon and re-assessing it as an
important ‘feminised space’ where women meet and share experiences. In the article ‘Men are real, women are “made up”:
Beauty therapy and the construction of
femininity’ Paula Black and Ursula Sharma
claim that:
The actual experiences of beauty treatments and the testimonies of women
involved in the industry paint a picture
of competing discourses and contradictory outcomes. This is not least be-

cial activism.’ The function of the salon as
a meeting place for women is now coming to prominence and as Eakin notes is
reflected in recent more organic architectural designs, ‘From river rocks in the
floor of a New York spa treatment room
to a pool in the private courtyard of a Los
Angeles salon, natural forms and materials even as abstractions, are employed to
convey the idea of repose.’
From a position of unimportant frippery
the beauty salon it seems has finally come
of age. Architects now recognise it as a
space for imaginative and forward thinking
design, whilst its function as a feminised
space with the potential for political activism is increasingly being explored. But just
maybe this is nothing new. A Vogue headline in 1921 announced: ‘The streamlined
girl of today demands her beauty services
in a shop harmonious with her own modernity.’
Alex Michon, Lynx Barber Shop, London,
2019, mixed media on paper, 21x15cm.

Paul Kindersley’s Beauty Magic
Jennifer Campbell talks to childhood friend, artist Paul Kindersley,
about makeup, performance, bronzer and Gesamtkunstwerk.

JC: When asked to find an artist to chat about makeup with, my
first thought was you. I have definitely taken influence from the
way that you use both fashion and makeup as an ingredient in
your performance, sculpture and painting. When I have taken
part in your performances, I enjoy feeling transformed, almost
possessed temporarily, by the character you paste on top of me.
How do you go about choosing the look for the characters you
invent for your performances?

the night. When you and I were teenagers we also spent time
dressing-up. Do you think we missed out on the shimmer part?
Or is shimmer a state of mind?
There are so many aspects to creating your character - and especially teenage years are full of experimentation- I wish people
would never stop experimenting! Whether with makeup, like your
sister, with clothes, like I did, or with alternative ways of living and
thinking... also the dedication to discovering what makes up a person, what makes us individual (which BTW I think makeup usually does the opposite of - it’s rarely about becoming a unique
individual but rather a part of a tribe)

PK: All the artworks and performances are a part of a never
ending Gesamtkunstwerk that includes aspects of real life, biography, history, storytelling and make believe… characters come
and go - their looks develop and change - drawings become films
become performances become drawings and the translation between media brings fresh faces and characterisation. The Naked Mother you played in my recent Ship Of Fools at Selfridges
had makeup inspired by my drawing style mixed with characters
pulled from medical texts and artwork - her dress was a painting
of a friend as a roman cameo- it’s a hodgepodge! In performance I
rely a lot on the character that the person brings to the artwork - I
try not to dictate too much so new things develop.

Perhaps existing as a changeable individual can seem more
daunting then being part of a well-defined tribe. My hope is
that certain art can present the changeable and experimenting
self as a positive state (and actually more true to the human
experience). I sometimes wonder if I would be more into wearing makeup if I didn’t paint and more generally make art. How
about you; what is the relationship between your application
of makeup for a performance and what you wear day-to-day?

Some of your makeup tutorial videos are currently on show at
MACVAL museum, Paris, as part of Lifelines - an Exhibition of
Legends (until the 25 August). What do you think it was that
first got you obsessed with online makeup tutorial videos?
It’s pure storytelling - the makeup acts as a catalyst to spill out
spontaneous and often rambling and hidden narratives. It’s also
one of the only art forms where the artist and viewer are in almost the exact same position - usually alone in front of a laptop. Yet it’s not about technology and it harks back to the earliest forms of art, which is humanity’s urge to tell stories - I might
be going too deep - but I’m a utopian!
I understand it’s a little passé now, but do you have any thoughts
on the TOWIE look? (Typically this is heavy-brows, prominent
black eyeliner, contouring, bronzed shimmer skin and/or spray
tan and false lashes).
I don’t have clear lines between my art and my life - things spill
easily from one to another - applying paint and makeup for example is great with a sweeping hand, fingertips covered in colour
- whether that’s a coloured brow for a Tesco shop or a full red face
to be a new born baby in a performance. All experiences are equal
to me - so no hierarchies exist between mess making that no one
witnesses and artwork created for public view!

Anything that is painted onto the face like a mask is fascinating
- from the purpose to the time, to the precision. Looks come and
go and have different uses - attracting a mate, scaring people off but rituals and a sense of magic placed in beauty are always there.
I am particularly interested in the seamlessness of the bronzed
shimmer/false tan part of the look - it’s like wearing shiny armour. I remember my younger sister and her friends getting
ready for nights out while drinking and applying fake tan. Iridescent smears would stain her bedroom and the occasional
fake eyelash would make its way out into the hallway. When
I asked her about it recently she said that her most meaningful memories are from this DIY-beauty-salon-pre-party part of

Finally, I have to ask, what is your current favourite beauty
product or treatment?
I only ever put rosehip oil on my skin - (its nourishing after all that
acrylic paint!!!)
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Paul Kindersley, Sexual Attraction Through Makeup,
2013. Natural Woman Makeup, 2013, YouTube film.

Alex Michon, Star Garden Beauty Salon & Health
Spa, 2019, mixed media on paper, 21x15cm
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